‘WANNABEES’ PRESENTING:

RICARDA, NATASHA, Y RAY, JU MYNN AND BOWANG
TO MAKE THE CLASSROOM A MORE CUNDUCTIVE ENVIRONMENT

Brief Description:
◦ Hello! We are Wannabees. Our group members are, Ricarda, Natasha, Ju mynn, Y ray
and Bowang. Our leader is; Ricarda.
◦ Our group has two proteotype; Hoppy Loop and Caps’ on chairs. Other than that, I will
be sharing a brief description!
◦ Our main point is to have a better environment in the classroom and by doing so, we
did project that will make our classrooms environment much more conductive.
◦ “Hoopy Loop”: This project is to prevent people from throwing rubbish on the floor.
◦ “Caps’ on chairs”: This project is to prevent students like me to stop draging the chairs
and even if we drag it still wont make a lot of noise.

1st Project:
“Hoopy Loop”
Description;
◦ This picture of the hoop we made is to encourage our
classmates to have the courage to throw rubbish into
the bin. This is because, people in Singapore are very
irresponsible . Therefore, doing this project will make
people more interested in throwing the rubbish and
having us throw rubbish in the bin will make a better
environment for all of us. It is also a very fun way for
people to throw the rubbish since it is suppose to go
into the hoop!

2nd Project:
“Caps’ on chairs”
Description;
◦ As you can see there are ‘4 caps’ on the chair legs.
This is because, students regularly drag their chairs
and for me it is annoying. Therefore by doing this,
when we push or drag the chairs it will not make any
noises. This project also helps us save the
environment by making use of the reduce items. If the
caps break, students can use any of their bottle caps
if they bought any water bottles.

That’s the end of our slides!
Thank you for listening
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